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WARNING

Please don’t read this booklet if:

You are easily shocked
You require your reading matter to be politically correct
You are offended by bisexuality or by sexually adventurous 
women
You are underage
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A BRIEF NOTE FROM THE AUTHOR

“Come with me to a titillating, erotic world of fantasy, whimsy 
and wonder!”

This selection of two saucy erotic short stories is 
provided absolutely free of charge for your reading pleasure!  If 
you enjoy reading them, I hope you will consider purchasing 
my other books, COME WITH ME and JUICY FRUIT.

I write for fearless, adventurous women who aren’t 
afraid to push the boundaries in their sexual fantasies. 

This is erotic writing with a heart (and a soul). 

With love,
Vivi





The men are fishing. I can hear their voices a few hundred 
metres away, earnestly discussing world politics; their fishing 
lines in the water giving them the excuse they need to drink 
beer and to engage in male bonding rituals. 

After waiting a few moments longer, I decide it’s safe 
and so I furtively glance over at Jenny. She is lying back on 
the picnic blanket, her eyes closed. Her thin, floral cotton dress 
has ridden up on her thighs to expose her long, shapely, 
tanned legs, which are crossed at the ankle, and a tiny 
tantalising triangle of her white cotton panties. As I watch in 
fascination, a small red-and white ladybug lands on her knee 
and gradually starts making its way up her thigh. With her eyes 
remaining closed, Jenny lazily and ineffectually swats at her 
leg, but the ladybug is undeterred and continues to make slow 
but steady progress toward its goal. I’m not entirely sure of 
what that goal could be and I remain absolutely still, watching 
intently in breathless anticipation.

Jenny’s right arm is shading her face and I admire the 
petal-soft, milky-white underside of her arm and the dusting of 
fine, pale golden hairs on her forearm that catch and reflect 
the sunlight. Her head is turned toward me and I study her red, 
naturally pouty lips and her narrow, elegant nose. Her 
forehead is not shaded from the sun and it is starting to go a 
little pink, with a fine sheen of perspiration gleaming in the 
light. Carefully edging closer I notice that there are minute 
droplets of moisture collecting in the babysoft pale hair on her 
upper lip. A gentle breeze wafts her subtle scent to my eagerly 
awaiting nostrils: freshly cut hay, baby powder, clean sweat 
and something indefinably, excitingly, darkly feminine. Jenny’s 
exposed right armpit is marred by a couple of spots of shaving 
rash and a small circle of sweat darkens the dress beneath her 
armpit. Her dress is pulled tight by her raised arm to clearly 
outline her full, round right breast in enticingly girlish, flowered 
cotton. The buttons on the front of her dress are slightly gaping 
and through the illicit little peephole I catch a delectable 
glimpse of the swelling of her left breast, framed in the pale 



pink lace of her bra trim. Jenny shifts slightly and one of the 
buttons over her breastbone starts to slip out of its buttonhole. 
I remain deadly quiet, fervently willing the button to relinquish 
its hold on the fabric, but it remains frustratingly in place. If I 
stretched out a single finger, I am sure I could, with the lightest 
of touches, encourage that button to slip its moorings, thereby 
allowing me to feast my hungry eyes upon the delicacies it so 
jealously guards. I breathe in deeply and then slowly exhale, 
whilst summoning all of my courage. I stretch out a quivering, 
hesitant index finger. Closer…. Closer… almost there now… 

A loud burst of masculine laughter breaks the spell 
and I jerk my hand back and anxiously study the group of men, 
desperately hoping they noticed nothing. I am relieved to see 
that they are still completely engrossed in their idiotic, drunken 
conversation, whilst vacantly staring out over the calm waters 
of the river. I look back at Jenny, wondering if she has opened 
her eyes and notice, to my absolute delight, that her breathing 
has become slow and shallow. Then she begins making a 
small delicate grunt on every out-breath while her eyes begin 
rapidly moving beneath her finely-veined eyelids. She’s 
asleep! What a great stroke of luck!

Looking down at her legs again, I see that her ankles 
are now no longer crossed and her legs are untidily sprawled 
on the blanket, exposing a much larger view of her white 
cotton panties. The ladybug is now right at the top of her left 
thigh and, as I watch entranced, it crawls onto Jenny’s pubic 
mound, ensconced in its covering of pristine cotton. My heart 
is pounding in my chest and perspiration is running down my 
armpits as I watch the lucky little insect make its way across 
the expanse of white cotton onto Jenny’s right thigh and then, 
following the line of the panty leg elastic, slowly crawl down. 

Jenny moves in her sleep and her right thigh rolls to 
the side, parting ways with its partner, to reveal the soft, 
delicate, vulnerable hollow in her upper, inner thigh, adorned 
by a single dark-blonde pubic hair, winding its way beneath the 
elastic on her panties. An instant gush of juices moistens my 



own panties and I wriggle with glee, feeling my throbbing clit 
responding to the luscious sights. The ladybug has now 
reached the pubic hair and is climbing over it on its way along 
Jenny’s panty elastic. Jenny’s hand moves down to her crotch 
to unconsciously rub at the tickle caused by the ladybug and I 
tingle all over to imagine one of those pretty, pink-tipped 
fingers slowly lifting the elastic and creeping inside to stroke 
and caress and awaken for my pleasure the sleeping jewels 
within.

Looking further up, I notice to my endless delight, that 
Jenny’s sleeping movements have caused the button on her 
bodice to pop out of its buttonhole and now I can see the 
mounds of both her breasts swelling delightfully in their 
feminine lacy pink frame. Oh! What I wouldn’t give to be able 
to gather Jenny up in my arms and shower those gorgeous 
breasts with lavish kisses! Using one careful finger through the 
gap in Jenny’s dress, I softly trace the swelling of her left 
breast. It is unbelievably smooth and soft and moist with 
perspiration. I put the finger in my mouth and suck avidly, with 
eyes closed in ecstasy, to experience the sweetly salty taste of 
this oh-so-desirable woman. Opening my eyes, I look straight 
into the clear, deep-blue, knowing gaze of the object of my 
deepest, most secret desires and my heart leaps into my 
throat as I jump to my feet in panic. 

At that very moment, wild yells of excitement erupt 
from the group of men. It seems that someone has finally 
caught a fish. Infinitely relieved that there is a diversion from 
the awkwardness of the moment before, Jenny and I rush over 
to the men, exclaiming in surprise and dutifully admiring the 
tiny, silver fish which has caused all the commotion. I notice 
Jenny surreptitiously buttoning up her dress before anyone 
can notice her state of disarray. After the catch; the men 
evidently choosing to believe that their manly duty to provide 
protein has been fulfilled, we all return to the blanket and open 
the picnic baskets to share the feast that Jenny and I have 
packed for us. 



Several bottles of wine later, we are all lazily dozing in 
the shade of a big tree, allowing our lunches to settle before 
undertaking the long journey back home. I sense someone 
looking at me and I turn my head to discover Jenny gazing 
intently at a small ant that is making its slow, steady way up 
my leg… 

As our eyes meet, she gives me a knowing wink and 
surreptitiously parts her legs to give me the very briefest 
glimpse of her white cotton panties…

***





Gabrielle (never Gaby or Gabs, not even to her 
closest friends and family; she felt it was important to maintain 
her professional image at all times) sighed deeply, took off her 
glasses and vigorously rubbed her tired, burning eyes. It was 
only 10am but she had already put in four hours of work, 
reviewing the local sales figures, and she had only left the 
offices at 9pm the previous night. She would have left even 
later, as was her habit when quarterly reviews were due, but 
after she had finally checked the messages on her mobile 
phone at 8h30 pm she had simply felt too exhausted to 
continue. She had listened, with a sinking heart, to her 
mother’s wounded little voice reminding her that Gabrielle had, 
yet again, forgotten to pick her mother up after her bridge 
class, as she had promised she would. 

Gabrielle’s feelings toward her mother were a complex 
mixture of guilt, frustration and protective love. She wished that 
she had more time to spend with her lonely, ageing mother, 
but it was just impossible, given the demands of her career. 

With a little flash of irritation she reminded herself that 
her mother, who had been a homemaker all her life, could not 
possibly understand the stresses and demands of climbing the 
corporate ladder when there were always countless younger, 
talented, hungry competitors baying at her heels. Gabrielle’s 
mother just wanted her daughter to “settle down with a nice 
man”, as she put it. But Gabrielle had discovered that most 
men found her success to be rather intimidating and were not 
prepared to play second fiddle to her career. In addition, 
Gabrielle very rapidly found herself becoming extremely bored 
with the “nice men” of whom her mother approved. She told 
herself that she needed a successful, ambitious man with a 
powerful personality who would be her equal, intellectually, 
financially and, most importantly, sexually. In fact, Gabrielle 
had a rather comprehensive checklist of attributes that any 
man would need to have before she would consider him as a 
potential life partner, or even as a sexual partner. Thus far, 
Gabrielle had been nowhere near to finding this paragon of the 



male species and therefore preferred to focus her attention 
upon her career.  

Glancing back up at the sales figures on her computer 
monitor, Gabrielle sighed again. Up until this last quarter she 
had managed, for the past six years in her job as International 
Sales Manager of a large consumer goods division, to 
maintain unprecedented sales growth through a combination 
of meticulous attention to every tiny detail, her talent at 
developing and implementing bold, audacious strategies and a 
healthy dose of good fortune. She had pushed herself and her 
sales team way beyond their limits and had managed to keep 
her eye on all of the countless balls she constantly had to 
juggle. But suddenly, this quarter, for the very first time, she 
was behind on her local budget and, despite reviewing the 
figures for the hundredth time, she simply couldn’t understand 
what had gone wrong. An icy fist clenched her heart as she 
recalled her Director’s face as he had walked past her in the 
corridor this morning. Instead of his usual cheery smile, he 
simply nodded curtly at her and said, “Gabrielle, those local 
sales figures will require some explanation at the Executive 
Committee meeting next week. You know that we have to 
keep our home base strong and that international success is 
dependent upon good local growth. I hope you’ll have some 
acceptable answers for us.”  Gabrielle was well aware that in 
the corporate world you were only ever as good as your last 
sales figures. She knew that her potential descent from blue-
eyed girl to scapegoat could open the door to several bright, 
young things who were always clambering over each other for 
a highly sought-after opportunity at a management position in 
this very successful global company. 

In addition to these woes, Gabrielle was painfully 
aware that the performance reviews of her sales team were 
overdue, as she had been rather severely reminded by the 
Human Resources Manager the previous afternoon. Gabrielle 
hated the soft, touchy-feely aspects of her work and would 
have preferred that all sales people simply be evaluated on 



cold, hard sales figures, which could easily be done using an 
electronic system. However, she was required to implement a 
twice-yearly face-to-face performance evaluation of each staff 
member according to a whole complex system of 
measurements, including several of the softer measures that 
she hated so much. What a waste of time! Surely a 
salesperson either met their sales target or not?  End of story! 
But Gabrielle knew that she had no choice in the matter and 
would have to do as was required, especially now that she was 
on shaky ground with respect to her own sales performance.

Putting her glasses on, Gabrielle turned back to her 
computer screen and quickly fired off an e-mail to her thirty 
salespeople, allocating each of them a half-hour slot for their 
performance evaluation, beginning within the next hour and 
continuing until 8pm for the next two days. As she pressed, 
“SEND”, her computer screen suddenly went blank and all of 
the lights in her office went out. Damn! It was the worst 
possible time for a blackout. Gabrielle sat dead still for a few 
moments, waiting for the electricity to go back on again, but it 
remained pitch dark in her office. Gabrielle’s office, and the 
open-plan area in which her sales team were housed, were 
deep within the bowels of the massive thirty story building in 
which her company was headquartered. None of the offices 
had access to windows through which natural light could enter 
and all were completely artificially lit by fluorescent tube 
lighting, which often caused the sales team to complain of 
headaches. One of the perks of moving up the corporate 
ladder would be to be given an office with windows looking out 
over the city. Gabrielle longed for the day when she would 
become one of the lucky few to have an office with a view. But, 
given the current situation, that didn’t seem terribly likely now, 
she thought with a grimace. 

Impatiently drumming her fingers on her desk, she 
inwardly fumed. When was the damn lighting finally going to 
switch back on again? She didn’t have time for this right now. 
Why didn’t the back-up generator in the building kick in? 



Gabrielle toyed with the idea of leaving her office to try and 
find some help, but, as she stood up and moved around her 
desk, she tripped over a pile of personnel files that she had 
stacked on the floor earlier that day. As she fell to the ground 
in the pitch dark, cursing her bad luck, she heard the door to 
her office opening.

“Thank God! What’s happening out there? Is someone 
attending to the problem? We’ve got so much work to do…”, 
Gabrielle’s voice tailed off as she heard the door closing and 
the distinct sound of a key turning in the lock from the inside. 
“What on earth do you think you’re doing? Why are you 
locking the door? Who is this?” she demanded, suddenly 
breathless as a small flicker of fear leapt in her throat. 
Gabrielle rapidly scrambled to her feet and felt behind herself 
on the desk for her heavy glass paperweight. “Is this a joke? 
Well, let me tell you, it’s not funny. I’ll mmnnpff…” Gabrielle 
couldn’t finish her sentence as someone large and 
overwhelmingly male rapidly crossed the room and, gathering 
her tightly into his powerful arms, silenced her words with a 
searingly hot kiss. She briefly struggled against the 
imprisoning arms around her but, as the stranger’s tongue 
parted her lips to softly stroke the tip of her tongue, she was 
astonished to feel a delicious wave of warm desire, starting in 
her belly, which rapidly flooded up to engulf her entire body. 
She groaned as the stranger pulled her even closer, up 
against his wide, muscular chest, and his tongue began to 
intimately explore the inside of her mouth. “Who are you?” she 
tried again, as the intruder came up for air, but as he ran his 
large, powerful hands down her back and pulled up her skirt to 
cup and stroke her buttocks, all further thought disappeared 
from her mind and she gave herself over to pure, melting 
sensation. 

The stranger reached down, lifted up Gabrielle’s left 
thigh and wrapped it around his waist and she felt another hot 
flood of desire as her crotch rubbed up against his bulging 
erection. She began to moan and grind her hips, thrilling at the 



delicious sensation of her clit rubbing up against his ever-
stiffening cock through the fabric of their clothing. She 
wrapped her arms around his neck and rubbed her erect 
nipples against his broad chest, as she tongued the whirls of 
his outer ear and bit and sucked his ear lobe. Then the 
stranger lifted Gabrielle’s right thigh and scooped her up onto 
her desk, scattering all her papers and files onto the floor. 
While she kept her legs tightly wrapped around him, he pulled 
off her top in one swift movement and unclasped her bra so 
that he could bury his face in her breasts, nibbling and licking 
her nipples until she was gasping and biting his neck hard with 
pleasure. Unable to wait a moment longer, Gabrielle reached 
down between her legs and unzipped his pants, releasing his 
thick, rock-hard cock, which she stroked between her hands, 
relishing the feel of the soft, smooth shaft, and rubbing the 
creamy moisture at its tip all over the head. The stranger 
moaned and pushed her into a prone position on the desk, as 
he pulled aside her dripping wet panties and explored her soft, 
aching pussy with his eager, roughened fingers. 

Gabrielle began to pant and gasp with pleasure as his 
thumb found her clit and stroked it over-and-over again with 
ever-increasing intensity, the rough texture of his thumb driving 
her wild with lust, until she thought she would pass out from 
the sensation. Then, with a muted curse, the stranger grabbed 
both of her wrists in one of his powerful hands, pinning them 
above her head, while, with his other hand, he guided his 
throbbing cock into her burning-hot, eagerly awaiting pussy. 
They both began to moan and gasp as Gabrielle held him 
close with her legs around his back and they found a 
synchronous, deep thrusting rhythm that sent them both, 
shivering and panting, right up to the very edge of orgasm. 
The stranger pulled Gabrielle up by her wrists and, holding her 
in his arms, his hands tightly gripping her buttocks, he gave 
one last, almighty thrust and they tumbled over the edge to 
ride the trembling, juddering waves of perfect ecstasy together. 



After a few long moments, the stranger gently 
withdrew his cock, zipped up his pants and, planting a soft kiss 
on Gabrielle’s forehead, he departed, unlocking the door and 
rapidly walking down the corridor, his steps muted by the thick 
carpet.

Gabrielle sat up, her head spinning and her limbs 
feeling heavy and languorous from spent passion. Her mind 
and her ego told her that she should feel angry and abused by 
what had just happened, but her body happily informed her 
that she was feeling more deliciously satisfied than she had 
felt in a very long time. She hadn’t realised how sexually 
frustrated she had been and just how much she had needed a 
release from the stresses and tensions of her demanding 
career. With a small smile she thought about how exciting it 
had been to experience such a sexually powerful man without 
first checking whether he matched up to all the high 
expectations she had in her mental checklist. As she put on 
her bra and blouse and adjusted the rest of her clothing, the 
lights suddenly came back on again and she noticed a saved 
version of her financial spreadsheet reappear on the computer 
screen. Glancing once more at the dismal results, Gabrielle 
suddenly found that she didn’t care so very much any more 
and she began to hum as she picked the personnel files off the 
floor and began preparing for her first interview.

Much later that day, as Gabrielle ushered the last of 
her team members into her office for his performance 
evaluation, she noticed a small red bite mark on his neck. 
Securely locking the door behind her, she turned to the 
gorgeous, tall, muscular, young man who was rather nervously 
grinning at her and said, with a naughty smile and an 
anticipatory lick of her lips, “Now, let’s evaluate your 
performance…”    

***
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